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Welcome to Module 3 of Powerful & Prosperous. You now have a clear offer, great energy about offering 

it AND a plan for sharing your offer with your potential (amazing!) students! 

So now it’s time to get ready for your very first (or first ‘new and improved’) private Yoga class! 

To get you ready, in this Module we are going to cover: 

1.      Developing terms and conditions for your private classes so that you and your students feel 

comfortable and certain in the boundaries of working together, which is good for you AND your business. 

2.      Crafting your perfect student archetype so you are clear about who and where you desire to be of 

service, and feel comfortable saying no to the people who simply aren’t the right fit for you. 

3.      Learning how to plan your private classes so the components make sense, take just the right amount 

of time, are of deep service to your tribe AND provide you with a generous and heart-felt conduit to talk 

about your other programs and offerings. 

There are also some bonuses that will be really useful in your preparation process, so make sure you check 

those out, too! 
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One of the very important things I work on with my clients and in my group program, ‘Growing Your 

Yoga Business’ is making the transition from teaching Yoga as a hobby to really stepping into your power 

as a Yoga business owner. 

And one of the key distinctions in making this shift is boundaries. 

Many of us come to Yoga teaching from a strong desire to serve and support others. Kindness, generosity 

and compassion are traits that we, as Yogis, seek to foster and share. Sometimes these types of qualities 

can become misaligned and show up as resistance to, or fear of, establishing and maintaining healthy 

boundaries. When this happens we are compromised in our businesses… 

…and also in taking the seat of the teacher in an empowered way. 

When you think about creating or maintaining healthy boundaries in your Yoga business, what thoughts or 

feelings come up for you? 

How could these thoughts and feelings be impacting your ability to show up and serve your students and 

community in an empowered and influential way? 
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Healthy Yogic boundaries are in service to you AND your students. Just like your student needs to know 

the right alignment to keep them safe in an Asana, they need to know what is OK and what is not OK when 

they decide to work with you. 

Healthy Yogic boundaries set your students up for success in working in alignment with you. 

The terms and conditions for your private Yoga packages are an important starting point for establishing 

and communicating your healthy Yogic boundaries with your students. 

We are going to craft your terms and conditions now. 

List here the things that are important to you regarding how you work with people and how you desire 

them to work with you. Things like turning up on time, cancelling or changing class times, notice periods. 

List all the things that you feel are important (hint: now is NOT the time to censor or filter). 
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Now take this list and convert these important requirements into clear and direct statements. (You can look 

at the template terms and conditions in the bonus section for ideas if you feel stuck.) 
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These are your draft terms and conditions. As an empowered Yoga business owner, you can now take these 

to your solicitor or legal advisor to have them reviewed for consistency with any laws or rules where you 

live. 

Terms and conditions are an agreement between you and your student. It is important that your potential 

student is aware of them and agrees to them before you commence working with each other. 

How are you going to share your terms and conditions with your new student? 

How are you going to make sure your new student agrees with the terms and conditions? 
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As a talented teacher who is excited to share Yoga 1:1 with your clients, you are going to attract lots of 

potential students. Great! And remember that your job isn’t to say ‘YES!’ to everyone who wants to work 

with you. When we believe and trust in abundance we know that there are more than enough perfect 

students for you. So you get to be discerning and choose to work with the perfect students for you and 

lovingly say ‘No’ to the people who aren’t the right fit for you. 

In this section you will uncover your perfect client archetype. Below is a template table you can use for a 

‘Perfect Client Checklist’. Once you’ve populated it you can use this checklist when you are going to reach 

out to potential students or when they contact you. 

In the table below, complete the left hand column with all of the things you desire in your perfect client. 

This checklist is just or you (i.e. you won’t be sharing this with your clients!) so you can be as specific as

you want. In fact, more specificity is going to serve you better. 
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The next structure to establish in preparing for your private Yoga classes is how you will receive the 

payment for your package. Generally, making payment as easy for your students works best. AND as an 

empowered Yoga business owner you also get to choose the payment method that feels the best for you, 

too. 

How would you like your clients to pay for their packages? 

Is there anything you need to add to your terms and conditions now that you’ve considered how you would 

like to receive payments? 

Are there any actions you need to take or new skills you need to learn to enable receiving payments in this 

way? (For example, updating the page on your website to receive online payments.) 
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Now it’s time to plan for your first private Yoga package. Use the boxes below to list out what you would 

like to cover across the three sessions. If you are using a format different from my 3-part package, use this 

space or your journal to complete this exercise. 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 
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If teaching private Yoga classes is new for you, you might feel a little nervous when you begin. To make 

sure that you’re in the best shape – physically, mentally and emotionally – before your class, use this space 

to list out any actions you desire to take to feel really grounded, centred and ready before your student 

arrives. 
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